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Illus. in full color. "These nonsense verses combine the domestic and the gross, deadpan and

slapstick, with a lilting rhythm and satisfying rhyme. The poets are well-known contemporaries

including Prelutsky, Silverstein, Kuskin, Lobel, Viorst, and many more. The design is ebullient. Start

or end story hour with these verses, and kids will know reading's a pleasure."--(starred) Booklist.
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This is a very cute book with lively illustrations, but I was surprised when I received it that it was not

written by Jack Prelutsky. The poems were selected by him, and they are enjoyable, but to me don't

compare with his wonderful, zany poems that my children always want to hear. So, buyer beware-

make sure these books are not "selected" by him or edited by Mr. Prelutsky if you want the real

thing.

The only thing that may rival a book of poems by the master of children's poetry, Jack Prelutsky, is a

collection of humorous poems selected by Jack Prelutsky. Not to give too much away, how can

anyone resist a 2-page poem about collecting pancakes, or a limerick to do with dreaming about

eating a shoe that turns out to be perfectly true? Not I. Without a doubt,this is a great collection of

poems.



This is a fun book with grandchildren. I have also read bits and pieces of this book with a group of

adults who enjoyed it as much as I did. It's wonderful for reading and laughing out loud!!

I guess I'd better start by saying I really did like this book and my reservations are largely based on

relevance to my kids' in their culture. The poems are very funny, but there are a lot of overtones that

are very US American in the selection and that meant that my children (Kiwi kids) didn't enjoy this

book as much as some other collections we have. Having said that I don't for a moment regret

buying it or think that it contains inappropriate material. It is a collection we will continue to enjoy

over the years to come, but I do prefer some of Jack Prelutsky's other poetry selections such as the

"20th Century Children's Poetry Treasury" or "The Random House Book of Poetry for Children"

which also contain some hilarious poems in their mix.

This is one of my all-time favorite children's books, and we have hundreds. I have bought at least 10

copies to give as children's gifts. I used this book in a 3rd grade library class to introduce the

children to poetry. The poems are all funny and in good taste. A great read-aloud book. Both boys

and girls begged to hear more poems and to take out poetry books by Jack Prelutsky.

I am nine years old and in third grade. I chose this book for a school project. I really enjoyed this

book because all the poems were very funny and odd. My favorite poem was "The Giggles". It made

me laugh. I read some of the poems to my sister who is in first grade and she enjoyed them too.I

recommend this book to kids who love poetry and funny stories.
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